14 RULES OF INDDAIS THAT WILL CHANGE YOUR
CRYPTO EXPERIENCE FOREVER
1. The total supply of Inddais tokens will not
exceed 60 million INIS.
2. Tokens are now sold directly by Inddais via
the smart contract at a price of 0.001 BNB per
INIS.
3. A buy back facility at 0.001 BNB per INIS is
in effect right from the beginning. Any token
holder can sell a maximum of 10% of their
INIS token holdings once in 30 days to
Inddais instantly.
4. A manager may change buy, sell, or burn
compensation prices. However, he can only
increase the applicable prices. This ensures
that the INIS price will not be decreased from
the current price by the company.
5. A compensated token burning facility is
available for all token holders. This feature
comes handy for a user living in a country
with taxations on crypto policy, makes a
sufficient profit from Inddais Fam and wishes
to quit holding INIS to avoid future taxes.
6. The current rate for burn compensation is
0.0001 BNB per INIS.
7. Built with ERC-1363 Payable token
standards, we can use the Inddais tokens as
preferred payment method on websites and
online service companies that accept INIS in
future.
8. Apart from the applicable BSC gas fees, there
are no INIS token transfer charges in effect
currently. In the future, we might implement
a flat token transfer charge where the charges
received are burned automatically.
9. 85% of the first issued tokens (45 million

INIS) are held in a wallet maintained by
the CEO. We have limited the transfer of
these tokens to only the contract sales
supply. With this we answer to the “Rug
Pulling” fear among the holders, where
the token issuer sells bulk of his holding
and creates a negative impact in the
exchange market.

10. Tokens are sold in stages directly from the
contract ensures the stable market supply and
growth for Inddais. 6 million INIS tokens are
now available for sale, and we can release fresh
supply only after at least 4.5 million INIS
tokens are sold.
11. 15% of the first issued tokens (9 million INIS)
are held in a wallet maintained by the
management. We use those tokens towards
promotional expenses, exchange circulation
and employee’s benefits. At all stages, Inddais
will ensure that the sale price of these tokens
is slightly higher than the current contract sale
price.
12. When the total supply falls below 45 million
INIS due to burn activities or implemented
token transaction charges, the CEO can
introduce a fresh supply of INIS tokens.
However, the number of tokens minted
cannot exceed the number of total tokens
burned.
13. 80% of the BNB received from token sales
are reserved for the capital needs of the
company and 20% is reserved towards token
liquidity to support user-initiated actions like
sell or burn. Inddais will ensure that this
reserve does not fall below 10% of the BNB
value of the total tokens sold.
14. Users can utilize the Slice program to refer
Inddais to their friends & family. 2% of the
total sales value in BNB is rewarded to the
user. Slice beneficiaries can view the total
number of referrals and transfer the available
BNB rewards from our official website
anytime.

INDDAIS (INIS) is a BEP20 token deployed
on Binance Smart Chain network. The
token is currently available for sale in our
official website https://inddais.com

